
 

 

 

 

   Holy Books & Sacred Texts 2:

The Importance of Holy Books
                          and Sacred Texts

  

 Opening Affirmations:

 Before we begin our Soul Talk, we want to remind you that we are coming together to

 learn from one another. This means that this is a safe place to share our ideas and

 questions. Please take the hand of the person to the right and left side of you and share

 one of two possible affirmations.

 “I am happy to share my ideas with you.”

                          [or]

 “I respect and honor you and your beliefs.”

 The Heart of the Soul Discussion: The Importance of Holy Books and Sacred
 Texts

 1.  Where do you think the authors of the holy books and sacred texts got their

information?

 [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

 Some people got their information from events happening around them, that then were

 recorded and written down

 Some people think their holy books and sacred texts are the written words of a creator

 they believe in

 Some people received sacred information from their spiritual leader(s) and then wrote

 that down

 Some people created stories that could act as a life guide. These stories served as a

 



 

 source of inspiration to uplift when times were hard or when people felt confused as to

 what choices to make

 2.  Why do you think people believe (or don’t believe) in the ideas found in holy

books or sacred texts?

 [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

●  Some holy books and sacred texts were written a very long time ago, over many

 years. Some of those thoughts are things people believe now and some are not

●  Many holy books and sacred texts have been written in a lot of different

 languages. This means there may be some differences between the first written

 words and the ones we read now

●  Some people believe every word in the holy book or sacred text related to their

 religion

●  Some people choose not to believe in religions because they do not agree with

 the words shared in holy books and sacred texts

●  Some of the ideas shared in holy books and sacred texts can be really hard to

 understand. This can make people disagree

●  Some people find some of the words shared in holy books and sacred texts to be

 very wrong. This can make some people decide that they do not believe in those

 books and texts

●  There are some spiritual groups of people, like many Pagans who do not follow

 holy books or sacred texts because they do not believe that the absolute truth

 can be contained in written word

3.  Why do you think holy books and sacred texts are important?

 [Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

●  Some people think holy books and sacred texts are important because they bring

 people who have similar beliefs together

●  Some people think holy books and sacred texts are important because they give

 them strength

●  Some people think holy books and sacred texts are important because they

 serve as a type of guide through life

 

 



 

 Activity - Option 1: Interpret the Text

 Materials Needed:

 List of text examples

 Paper

Markers or crayons

 

 Directions:

●  Take a moment to look through the written words provided. Choose a phrase that

 you like

●  As you read the text, take a moment to think about how it makes you feel

●  Using the paper and markers provided, draw a picture that expresses how those

 sacred words make you feel

●  Go around the circle and share your art

 Quotes: (NOTE:  Feel free to use kid-friendly quotes from your own faith that are not

 listed here.)

●  “The LORD bless you and keep you.” – Hebrew Scriptures (Judaism)

●  “You are the light of the world.” – The Holy Bible (Christianity)

●  “Guide us to the straight path.” – The Quran (Islam)

●  “Let all those who do good deeds come together to foster Mother Earth.” –

 Avesta (Zoroastrianism)

●  "A flower does not think of competing with the flower next to it. It just blooms.” –

 Zen Shin Talks (Buddhism)

●  “When I let go of who I am, I become what I might be.” – Tao Te Ching (Taoism)

●  “You may all love each other without prejudice.” The Vedas (Hinduism)

●  “Earth is mother, we are its children.” – The Vedas (Hinduism)

●  “Speak only that which will bring you honor.” Sri Guru Granth Sahib (Sikhism)

●  “I want you to be happy – to laugh, smile and rejoice in order that others may be

made happy by you.” – Bahai

 

 Follow Up Discussion:

 Which sacred text did you choose? Why did you choose it? What did you like about it?

 Did it make you feel a particular way? How did those feelings translate to your picture?

 

 



 

  Story Time – Activity Option 2

 [In order to complete this activity, your group will need a copy of one of the suggested
 books. Our library has a collection of books dedicated to each Soul Talk which is

 updated constantly! You can visit our library at the link below. Search for the Holy Books
  & Sacred Texts section.] https://spiritualplaydate.com/spiritual_playdate_library

 Since our Soul Talk was about The Importance of Holy Books & Sacred Texts, we are
 going to read a book out loud. As you listen, start to think about how this story relates to

 what we just spoke about.

 Calming Exercise - Meditation:

 [Invite the group to find a relaxing position, take a mat or towel, if you are working on a
 hard floor. They may sit or lie down to be comfortable. Speak slightly slower in a soft,

 soothing tone throughout, pausing briefly between sentences. You may play soft,
 instrumental music in the background while reading the meditation script]

 Say: I invite you to sit or lie down and make yourself comfortable. Quietly do that now.

 [Wait until all are settled, then read the meditation script.]  [Optional: Begin music.]

 I am going to guide you through our meditation to help you relax. Let’s close our eyes,

 and let’s start by putting our hands on our bellies, and taking a deep, long breath in.

 Feel your belly rise as you breathe in – to the count of 1, 2, 3. Then feel your belly fall,

 as you slowly breathe out – to the count of 1, 2, 3. Now breathe in – 1, 2, 3. And slowly

 breathe out like a tire losing air – 1, 2, 3. Continue to breathe in and out slowly and

 steadily. Relax your body into the floor beneath you. Keep breathing.

 Though many holy books and sacred texts were written centuries before we were born,

 they are still very important to people of today. It’s good for us to know be aware of the

 teachings and beliefs of our own faith (if we have one) and of faiths that are not our

 own, so we can better respect and understand the other people who share our planet.

 [Pause.] Let’s take a moment to think about where the ideas and information in holy

 books and sacred texts come from. Some of the texts are histories of events that were

 written down by people of the time, and some were memories of events written down

 much later. Some books share the thoughts of spiritual leaders and expressed as

 instructions for life. Some texts are seen as the word of the creator or another holy

 being. [ Pause.] There are people who believe in the words and ideas found in some

 holy books and sacred texts, but not in others. Some believe that every word in holy

 books is true and should be followed exactly today. Some think that since the world has

 changed, the ideas should be changed, too. Ancient languages can be difficult to
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 understand and sometimes interpreted in different ways, so people might be unsure of

 what the original writer meant. Some people believe that the words in holy books are

 the truths of life, and some believe that life’s truth cannot be found in words. There are

 so many faith traditions in the world; each one has its believers. It is up to each of us to

 decide what life truths we believe in and to live by them … and to respect the beliefs of

 others who might think and practice their faith differently than we do. We can honor and

 respect the holy books from our own tradition, and honor and respect the sacred texts of

 other people. [Pause.] Now think about a holy book or sacred text that you know about.

 How does it help the people who read it and follow its teachings? [Pause.] Think about

 why its teachings are important to you. How does it bring people together? How does it

 make the world a better place? [Pause.]

 Now let’s take one more deep breath, and slowly let it out. Now slowly open your eyes

 and slowly roll to the side and sit up to end our time of meditation.

 [Optional: Turn off music.]  [Optional: Say: Please return your mat/towel to its starting

 place.]

 Closing Affirmation:

 Turn to the person to your right, look them in the eye and say “I am happy I could share

 this time with you and hear about your beliefs.”

 Closing Prayer:

The light of god surrounds us
The love of god enfolds us
The power of god protects us
The presence of god watches over us

 Wherever we are, god is and all is well!

 

 


